
PLATFORM
The extensible Nautobot 
automation platform 
enables the ChatOps 
solution

FRAMEWORK
Nautobot ChatOps 
provides an abstraction 
layer to simplify the 
development of chat 
commands

CHAT COMMANDS
Chat apps present available 
commands (or actions) 
that collect user input to 
perform repeatable network 
automation tasks

CHAT APPS
Users interact with IT tools 
via chat apps (including 
MS Teams, Webex Teams, 
Slack, and Mattermost)

Solution Architecture

ChatOps
N E T W O R K  O P E R A T I O N S  M E E T S  C H A T

Learn more at networktocode.com/chatops
or email info@networktocode.com

Get your network operations up to speed and deployed 
with the Network to Code turnkey ChatOps Solution

NAUTOBOT CHATOPS EXTENSIBILITY
Nautobot ChatOps is open source, extensible, and allows for further integrations to 
lower the barrier for multi-vendor network automation. It allows network teams to 
expose common tasks to their teams and internal customers driving any workflow 
from chat quickly improving response time and delays.

For a list of existing Nautobot ChatOps integrations, see go.nautobot.com/apps

What is ChatOps?

What value does ChatOps provide to IT operations?

ChatOps is the pairing of collaborative Chat with 
IT Operations.

Using ChatOps, network teams can significantly reduce network operations 
tickets by 30% or more and increase efficiency for other teams by 20%.

The ChatOps framework from Network to Code is built on the extensible 
Nautobot automation platform. Using ChatOps, users and operators can 
easily verify device health, verify interface settings, bounce a port, locate a 
device, or perform any other task that is performed on a daily basis.

ChatOps is efficient, transparent, and easy to use.
ChatOps enables and allows IT operators to better serve their internal customers. 
Using chat as a means to self-service improves and simplifies access to data 
and the ability to perform repeatable tasks improving the pace of IT operations.

Work is performed transparently and securely in the common chat workspace, 
providing context and history of workflows.

ChatOps utilizes popular chat platforms that people are already comfortable 
with, making training easy for experienced users and new hires alike.


